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MADISON POLICE SOME OF THE BEST IN UNITED STATES, 

CUTTING MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT DANGEROUS, 

MADISON IS A DRUG INFESTED, SHOOTING-GALLERY 

We need more police immediately to meet this menace  

Goal must be 2 officers/1,000 citizens, defunding irresponsible 

 

No one is above the law - Not armed gangs, not narcotic drug merchants, not protesters. 
Madison has become unsafe for everyone.  Bullets puncture the air, houses, cars, businesses, citizens, and gang 

members.  Guns are fired indiscriminately, night, day, between cars, on streets, and in neighborhoods.  Narcotic 

drugs ruin and take lives every day.  Madison is a Drug Mecca.  And State Street was turned into a devastated 

war zone, ruining one of the attractions of Dane County.  All this with the indulgence of the city government. 

 

Madison built one of the top police departments in America.  
The Madison Police is nationally recognized for its top flight operation, excellent training, professional 

discipline, and community success.  It is the reason that Madison was safe in the past.  It respects the rights of 

offenders, follows the law and its spirit, builds community support, and conducts is operations lawfully. 

 

Public safety must be our top priority, not politics. 
A tragedy by a Minneapolis police officer, set off a national protest this summer.  That’s fine.  But the 

Constitution only provides for “the right of the people peaceably assemble, and to petition the Government for a 

redress of grievances” it does not sanction lawless acts – violence of any kind.  Demonstrations that result in 

violence are no longer peaceful and are not constitutionally protected.  A tactic of allowing violent protests to 

“burn out”  does not work.  By the way, violent demonstrations where not only a “downtown” thing.  They 

spilled into neighborhoods, invaded other parts of town, showed up in West Towne and  East Towne and still 

block our highways. 
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We need more police, not less. 
SAFEDANE, Inc. has called for an increase the size of the police force for the last 3 years to a level of 2 

officers per 1,000 people.  Why? 

 

• Defeat armed-gangs.  We must not tolerate armed-gangs in Madison any more than Chicago should 

have tolerated Al Capone and the Chicago gangs of 100 years ago.  More police are need to investigate, 

infiltrate, and take armed-gangs off the street permanently. 

 

• Crush narcotic drug trade.   We must seek out and destroy narcotic drug merchants and take their 

form of terror off our streets and out of our schools.  Narcotic drugs ruin lives of users, deeply hurt 

families, impact relationships, and often kill.  If fact if it wasn’t for Narcan, the body count would rival 

COVID-19 every year. 

 

• End violent mob.  We must not tolerate violence in any form and certainly not mob violence.  It needs 

to be stopped, investigated, and the perpetrators prosecuted. 

 

• Vigorously crack down on property crimes.  Property crimes have become worse with the criminals 

becoming brazen.  More police will be needed to prevent crimes, investigate crimes committed, and 

arrest felons.  

 

• Restore Safe Traffic.  Madison has lapsed into bad traffic practices.  Excessive speeding, Drivers 

zooming from lane to lane, running stop lights,  multilane to exit sweeps within seconds, racing, 

aggressive driving, and road rage are becoming dangerous norms.  Once-in-a-while, federally funded 

speed traps, are insufficient.  Dedicate policing, obvious police presence, preventive police operations, 

and dangerous driving crackdowns are required.  More available police is required to stop this growing 

safety menace.   

 

Citizens have rights to safe peaceful life. 

Citizens do not have to put up with crime, fear, and deterioration of our quality of life.  They have a right to a 

safe life and safe community.  It’s a Constitutional requirement to “establish justice….insure domestic 

tranquility… promote the general welfare, and secure the blessing of liberty to ourselves and our posterity….”   

The people demand it. 

 

The Mayor and City Counsel must rescind her recommended $2 million cut and Madison 

must add at least 50 additional, highly trained officers. The City of Madison, her citizens, and her 

government must declare that our quality of life will be restored, crime and armed-gangs will not be tolerated 

and will be defeated, that narcotic drug distribution will be crushed and criminal drug merchants brought to 

justice, and the further declare that public safety is our top priority. Citizens must speak up and demand more 

police.   They must talk to their alderpersons.  They must talk to their Mayor.  They must insist that the 

defunding police will not be tolerated.  Only citizens can change policy. 


